The topic for this month is “Skill Development”

Skill Development means developing yourself and your skill sets to add value for
an organization and for your own career development. By continuously learning
and developing with the required training can help in building an individual skill.
The aim of practical training is to help students develop skills and abilities that
support them in studies and prepare them for professional work later.
FFE provides multiple such opportunities for training for its Scholars to help
them improve their English communication skills, aptitude as well as interview
skills via various online application-based courses.
Some of the key features in these programs:
★ 100% free interactive lessons with conversational English,
grammar topics, vocabulary and more over a period of 5+
months. All lessons work offline as well.
★ Interactive Games: On reading, translation, spellings,
grammar, vocabulary, with immediate results and grammar
tips.
★ Direct access to teachers. Interact and get doubts clarified immediately.

★ Practice using daily news: Learn with latest news, articles, audio-video clips,
and e-books.
★ Conversation practice game: Hold daily-use conversations by speaking into the
App - improve your spoken English skills.
★ 10,000 words Dictionary: Learn new words, and hear their pronunciation.
★ Know Your Rank: Know your global and city rank and where you stand within
your peers.
English - Training to acquire proficiency in English - spoken & written. They are
trained for improving vocabulary, grammar, and Comprehension skills.
Aptitude - Training to improve problem-solving skills. Focuses on skills like
Analytical, Quantitative and Logical Reasoning.
Hi-Touch - Phone based training for those who did not show improvement in
English training in the 2nd year. It has both Faculty-led and self-led sessions which
focus on spoken English, Corporate Readiness and Interview Handling.
Aspirational Course - IT Reskilling program for students who performed well in
English and Aptitude. Students will undergo a certified course in one of the
popular and in-demand IT courses which will be an add-on for their placement.
Mock Interview - Is an emulation of a job interview used for training purposes.
The conversational exercise usually resembles a real interview as closely as
possible, for the purpose of providing experience for a candidate.

Reskilling is a process that involves learning new technology or upgrading
existing skills. It not only helps in increasing one’s efficiency within an
organization, but also makes it possible to explore better opportunities outside.
The training programs at FFE, give scholars the desired edge to aim higher and
compete with your peers not only during placement but also beyond that.

Feedback from the FFE Toppers who have used the programs and benefited
with the learning experience which has helped them both on personal and
professional front.

“Learning how to Learn is one of the most Important Skills in Life.” – Nourma
F Fauziyah

Resources:
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Most-Helpful-Apps for Students
How to Improve Your Reading Comprehension
Article on Common Grammar Mistakes College Students Make
Ted Talks on Learning Vocabulary
5. Ted Talks to Improve Your Communication Skills
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